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In this paper we investigate the edge nucleus F(G) of a point-determining 
graph G. We observe several relationships between E”(G) and the nucleus Go = 
{V E ?‘(G)j G - v  is point determining] and use these relationships to prove 
several properties of P(G). In particular, we show that there are only a finite 
number of graphs with a given edge nucleus and we determine those graphs G for 
which I E?(G)1 < 2. We also show that an n-clique of a point-determining graph 
G contains at least n-2 edges of E”(G) and if G is totally point determining, then 
every odd cycle of G meets Z?(G). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper all graphs will be finite, undirected, and without 
loops or multiple edges. We consider a graph G to consist of a set of vertices, 
V(G), together with a set of edges, E(G), joining the vertices of G, If a, b E V(G) 
and ab E E(G), then we write a 1 b; otherwise, we write a & b. For 
A C V(G), A-‘- = {x E V(G)1 x 1 a for all a E A}. However, instead of (x}l, 
we write xl. Thus xl is simply the neighborhood of x. If we wish to indicate 
the closed neighborhood of n, then we write x u a+. For x E V(G), we denote 
the degree of x by S(x), i.e., 6(x) = / x’ 1. 
Motivated by the concepts in empirical logic [3, 41, we have defined a 
graph G to be point determining if and only if xl # yL whenever x # y, i.e., 
distinct vertices have distinct neighborhoods. 
In [g-IO], we investigated the nucleus Go = (v E V(G)1 G - ZI is point 
determining} of a point-determining graph G. We sometimes use Go to refer 
to the graph induced by Go. In this paper we investigate the edge nucleus 
E”(G) = (e E E(G)/ G - e is point determining) of a point-determining 
graph G. If e E EO(G), then we say that e is a removable edge. If an edge xy 
is not removable, then either x u x’- = y u yL or there exists z E V(G) such 
that zL = XI - {y) or zl. = yL - {x}. However, instead of z’- = x1 - {y}, 
we simply write zL = xL - y. Also, whenever we write zL = xL - y, we 
mean to imply that the vertices x, y, and z are all distinct and x 1 y. 
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In this first lemma, we exhibit three very basic tools for the discussion of 
edge removability and we use these results quite liberally. For the proof of 
parts i and ii, see [lo]. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a point-determining graph and (a, 6, c, d, e} L V(G). 
(i) If aL = b’ - c and d’ = cl - e, then b = e. 
(ii) If al = bl-candcL=di-e,thena=e. 
b”?) ’ 
ai = bi--anddEal, thendud-L#auaianddudL # 
I 
Proof of (iii). d E aL implies d E b’ so that b E di. However, a 4 b so 
d u di # a u ai and d U dL # b v bl. 
2. THE EDGE NUCLEUS 
It was shown in [lo] that for any nontrivial point-determining graph G, 
Go # O. Furthermore, if G is also connected and noncomplete, then 
EO(G) f @, Entringer and Gassman in [2] have given an alternate proof to 
the latter result. However, we obtain the result here as a consequence of the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a connected, noncomplete, point-determining graph, 
then Go n V(EO(G)) f O. 
Proof. Since Go # .D , choose x E Go such that 6(x) is minimal. Since G is 
connected and noncomplete, there exists y E XI such that y u yl # x u xl. 
Now if xy $ EO(G), then there exists z E V(G) such that z’- = xi - y or 
z’- = yl - X. The latter contradicts x E Go, so zl = XI - y. Now S(z) < 
6(x) and so by the minimality of 6(x), z $k Go. Thus there exists U, v E V(G) 
such that ~8 = ~9 - z. By Lemma l(ii), u = y. But u E Z~ so u 1 x and by 
Lemma l(iii), u u VI # x u xl. Hence, if XV $ EO(G), there exists w E l’(G) 
such that WI = XI - v or 4 = VI - X. But then by Lemma l(i), x = z or 
v = y. In either case we have a contradiction since x # z and v E Z~ = 
XL - y. Thus xy or xu is removable. 
Theorem 1 establishes the existence of a removable vertex that is incident 
with a removable edge whenever G is connected, noncomplete, and point 
determining. 
Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 1. If G is connected, noncomplete, and point determining, 
then EO(G) # m. 
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Hence, we adopt the convention throughout the remainder of this paper 
that G represents a connected, noncomplete, and point-determining graph. 
THEOREM 2. If Ga has no isolated points, then E(GO) n EO(G) # o (i.e., 
there exists a removable edge with both of its end points belonging to GO). 
Proof. Choose xy E E(GO) and suppose xy $ EO(G). Since X, y E Go, we 
must have x U x1 = y U yl. G is connected and noncomplete, so there 
exists u E XI such that u u u’- # x u x’-. Assume u is chosen so that 6(u) is 
minimal. By Lemma l(iii), we cannot have zl = xl - u for z E V(G). 
Thus if xu $ EO(G), there exists z E V(G) such that z’- = Us - x. But then 
z 1 y and z zk x contradicts x u XI = y u yl. Therefore xu E EO(G). If 
u E Go, then we are finished, so assume u $ Go. Now there exists v, w  E V(G) 
such that VI = WI - U. w  # x since xu E EO(G). Now if w  4 Go, then there 
exists s, t E V(G) such that s 1 = tL - W. By Lemma l(i), t = U. But then 
6(s) < 6(u), s 1 X, and s U sl # x U XI by Lemma l(iii). This contradicts 
the minimality of 6(u), so w  E Go. Since Go has no isolated points and u ef Go, 
there exists r E WI - u = v1 with r E Go. By Lemma I(iii), r u r’- # w u WI. 
Hence if rw # EO(G), then there exists q E V(G) such that q1 = rl - w or 
q1 = WI - r. Both cases yield a contradiction since w, r E Go. Thus one 
of xy, XU, or rw is in E”(G) n E(GO). 
DEFINITION. An edge e is said to be out-of-site (an OS. edge), if it is 
nonremovable and is not adjacent to any removable edge. 
LEMMA 2. Let a E V(G) such that A = {v E V(G)--(a)1 v u vL = a u a”> # 
o , Then for any b E aL - A and c E A u (a}, bc E EO(G). 
Proof. Let b E aL - A and c E A u (a}. Then b I c but b u b’ # c u cL. 
Thus if bc $ EO(G), then there exists d E V(G) such that dJ- = bi - c or 
di = cl - b. Now if we choose e E (A u (a}) - {cl, then in either case, 
e i d but c k d. Hence, e u e1 # c u cl, which is a contradiction to e, 
c E A u {a}. Therefore, bc E EO(G). 
The next lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2 and the observation 
that since G is not complete, al - A f o. 
LEMMA 3. If a E V(G’) and a is not incident with any removable edge, then 
for every x E al, x U xL # a U al. 
THEOREM 3. If ab is an O.S. edge of G. then G has one of the graphs in 
Fig. 1 as an induced subgraph with 
cl = a1 - b 
.& = a.1 - d 
.f’ = ei - b: 
h’ = a’ - g, 
ii = ,$l - b. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3, a u al # b u bL so without loss of generality 
there exists c E V(G) such that & = ai - b. Since G is connected we may 
choose d E cL. Now d i a and d U di # a u aI. But then da c$ EO(G) 
implies that there exists e E Y(G) such that el = aL - d or ei = dL - a. 
If eA = dl - a, then d = b, which is a contradiction since d I c and b rt c. 
Therefore, e’ = al - d. Now e i b, e u ei # b u bl, and eb 6 EO(G). 
Thus there existsfE V(G) such thatfl = el - b orfl = bL - e. The latter 
case yields e = a, a contradiction. Hence, fL = eL - 6. Choose g E f'. 
Now g 1 a, g u g1 f a u al, and ag $ EO(G), so there exists h E V(G) such 
e b h e b b 
CA) 03) 
FIGURE 1 
that h’ = al - g or hL = g1 - a. If A’- = g- - a, then & = al - b 
implies g = b, a contradiction. Therefore, hi = ai - g. Now h 1 b, 
h u hi # b u b’, and hb $ E”(G) implies that there exists i E V(G) such 
that i’ = hi - b or i’ = bL - 17. If ii = b’ - h then h = a, again a contra- 
diction. Therefore, P = izi - b and we have the neighborhood relations as 
described in the statement of the theorem. 
The neighborhood relations cl = ai - b, eL = al - d, f  L = e’ - 6, 
hi = al - g, and iL = hi - b yield the graph in Fig. IA as a subgraph of G. 
Thus we need only show that the graph induced by (a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h, i> has 
no other edges, except possibly the edge dg. 
Claim b & d. Suppose b i d. b u bL # d u di since b 1 e but d c?t e. 
Thus since bd $ EO(G) there exists j E V(G) such that j’ = dL - b or j’ = 
bL - d. But j’ = dL - b together with eI = a’ - d implies a = b, and 
j- = bi - d together with cl = a’ - b implies a = d. Thus in either case 
we have a contadiction, so b & d. 
Similarly g & d, and it is now easy to check that the only other possible 
edge of ((a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i)) is dg. 
We now proceed to characterize those graphs which have exactly one or 
exactly two removable edges. 
LEMMA 4. if j ITO( < 2, then G has no O.S. edges. 
ProoJ: Suppose [ EO(G)I ,< 2 and G has an O.S. edge. Choose an OS. 
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edge ab such that 6(a) + 6(b) is minimal. By Theorem 3, there exists a, b, c, 
d, e, J g, h, i E V(G) such that 
cl = ai - b 3 
i=al-d 
Jl = eI - b: 
hL = aL - g, 
iJ- = hl - b. 
Now e J- b and h 1 b with S(e) < S(a) and 6(h) < 6(a). By the minimality 
of 6(a) + 8(b), eb and hb are not O.S. edges. 
We claim now that aL = (b, d, g}. Suppose there exists x E & - {b, d, g}. 
Then by Lemma l(iii) and (i), there exists j E V(G) such that j’ = al - x. 
By the minimality of S(a) + S(b), jb is not an O.S. edge. But then e, j, and h 
are independent vertices and each is incident with a removable edge. Thus 
/ EO(G)I 3 3, a contradiction. Hence, the claim is true, aL = (b, d, gj. 
Thus e’ = {b, g} and h’ = {b, d}. Now since eb and hb are not O.S. and 
ab is o.s., eg and hd are removable. But then f L = {g], f U f i # g U gL, 
and fg $ EO(G). Since G has no isolated vertices, there exists k E V(G) such 
that kL = g1 -J: However, then 1~~ = aL - g implies a = f, a contradiction 
Thus G has no O.S. edges. 
THEOREM 4. 1 EO(G)I = 1 if and only if G is the path on four vertices, 
Proof. Certainly if G is the path on four vertices, then G has exactly one 
removable edge. 
Conversely, suppose 1 EO(G)[ = 1. By Lemma 4, G has no O.S. edges. 
Hence if {xy} = EO(G), then for every z, E V(G) - {x, y}, m f ~9 C (x, y}. 
Thus I V(G)/ < 5. Now by considering all the connected, noncomplete, 
point-determining graphs of order less than or equal to five, we find that G 
must be the path on four vertices. 
LEMMA 5. If G is not the path on four vertices and uu is an isolated edge 
of EO(G) with wL = (u> for some w  E V(G), then w  = v. 
Proof. Suppose WI = {u> and w # v. w U wL # 2.4 U u-- since 11 1_ v 
and w + v. Since uv is an isolated edge in E”(G), uw $ EO(G). Thus there 
exists z E V(G) such that zl = z.2 - w or z’- = WI - U. z1 = w’- - u 
implies that z is an isolated vertex, so we must have zA = u’- - w. But then 
z 1 v, z u 9 # v u vi, and zv $ EO(G). Therefore, there exists x E V(G) 
such that xl = zl - v or x1. = 19 - z. Consider the two cases. 
(i) Suppose x1 = Z~ - v. Choose y E xl = zl - v = u’- - (v, w}. 
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Then J’ 1 u and yu $ EO(G) since y # v. y V yl # u V ~4~ since M’ M y and 
w i U. Thus there exists t E V(G) such that ti = z& - y or t’- = yl - U. 
But P = u’- - y implies 6(w) > 2, a contradiction. Hence ti = yl - U. 
But now z1 = u’- - w implies y = w, a contradiction to y E XI = UI - 
(w, v}. Thus we are finished in this case. 
(ii) Suppose .x1 = o1 - z. Then Z~ = Us - w implies x = w. Thus 
WI = (u> and z+ = (u, z>. If ~8 = (w, v], then zl = (v>, so G is the path 
on four vertices. Hence (w, U) ,C ~8, so choose y E z.8 - (w, v}. y v  y’ # 
u v  Us and yu $ EO(G), so there exists t E V(G) such that ti = yl - u or 
t’ = u’- - y. If t’- = yl - U, then zl = z@ - w implies y = M’, a contra- 
diction Thus tL = z& 
S(w) 2’2. 
- y. But this is impossible since MI E UI - y implies 
LEMMA 6. If / EO(G)I = 2, then EO(G) consists of two independent edges. 
Prooj Suppose the lemma is false and let EO(G) = (XJJ, xu}. G has no 
O.S. edges by Lemma 4. If yl - {x, U> = @ and Us - {x, y> = o, then 
y 1. u and since G is noncomplete and has no O.S. edges, xl - {u, y] = {w] 
for some w E V(G). But then 
G, 
Y Cl 
However, this contradicts / EO(G)! = 2. Thus yl - {x, U] # m or u’- - 
{x, y> f 0. Choose z E V(G) - (x, y, u such that zl n {u, y} # m and 6(z) > 
is minimal. Without loss of generality, assume z 1 y. By Lemma 3, z v  zL f  
y u yL. Since zy $ EO(G), we have two cases to consider. 
(i) Suppose v’ = yi - z for some v E V(G). A routine argument wil1 
show that v # u. But then v i x, ox $ EO(G) and v v  VI # x V XI. Hence 
there exists M’ E V(G) such that 1~~ = VI - x or w’- = xl - v. Suppose the 
latter is true. Then VI = yl - z implies FV = z. Now z i U, zu $ EO(G), 
and z V Z~ f z! V u’. Therefore, by the minimality S(z), there exists t E V(G) 
such that tL = z& - z. But then zl = xl - v implies t = v, and hence, 
u = y. Thus we have a contradiction, so assume P& = VI - x. Since 
w E P’(G) - (x, y, u’, and G has no O.S. edges, WI = (u]. Now wu 4 E’(G) 
implies that there exists s E V(G) such that s1 = zP - w. But then s = x 
since WI = V~ - x. However, XI = ui - w is now a contradiction to x I U. 
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(ii) Suppose v’ = zl - y for some v E V(G). If z j- U, then v E V(G) - 
(x, y, U} and VI n (y, u} = {u>. But this contradicts the choice of z since 
S(v) < S(z). Thus z -L u so since v $(x, y, u} and G has no O.S. edges, zl = 
(x, y). Now zx $ E”(G) and z u Z~ # x u XI so there exists w E V(G) such 
that WI = zl - x or 1~~ = xl - z. But WI = XI ~ z together with VI = 
ZL - y implies x = y, a contradiction. Hence, WI = Z~ - x. This, however, 
contradicts the choice of z since M’ E V(G) - {x, y, u>, and S(W) < 6(z). 
LEMMA 7. If 1 EO(G)l = 2, then (V(EO(G))) = Kg W K, . 
Proof. Let EO(G) = {xy, } h uv w ere x, y, u and v are distinct by Lemma 6. 
Suppose the theorem is false. If ((x, y, U, v}) # K4 , then without loss of 
generality we may assume that x 1 u and x u x1 # v u &. Also if 
({x, y, U, v}) = K4 , then we may assume without loss of generality that 
x u xl # v u vl; otherwise, x u xl = v u vi = y u yl implies xy $ EO(G). 
Hence, suppose x 1 v and x U x1 # v U vl. Now we may assume that 
there exists w E V(G) such that W’ = x’ - v. But then w 1 y, w U wL # 
Y UYiY and wy $ EO(G). Now there exists z E V(G) such that z1 = WI - y 
or z1 = yl - w. But z1 = WI - y = X’ - {y, v> implies z $ V(EO(G)) and 
so zl = (u> since G has no O.S. edges. This, however, is a contradiction to 
Lemma 5. Thus suppose z1 = yl - W. Then z = v since w’- = x1 - v. 
Now y 1. U, y u y’- # u u zP, and yu $ EO(G), so there exists t E V(G) such 
that tL = yl - u or tL = u1 - y. In the latter case, u = w and we have a 
contradiction. But then ti = yl - u so t $ V(EO(G)) and ti = {x}. This, 
however, is impossible by Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 5. 1 EO(G)/ = 2 if and only if G is the path on jive vertices. 
Proof. Clearly, / E”(G)l = 2 if G is the path on five vertices. 
Conversely, suppose j EO(G)I = 2. By Lemma 4, G has no O.S. edges and 
by Lemma 7, the graph induced by V(EO(G)) consists of two independent 
edges. Let ED(G) = (xy, UU} where X, y, U, and v are all distinct. u u ~2 f 
v u v’- since uv is removable, so without loss of generality choose w E ZP - 
(v u v’) such that 6(w) is maximal among the vertices in [u’ - (v u vL)] u 
[vi - (U u ul)]. Note that w $ {u, v, x, y>. By Lemma 5 we may assume that 
w 1 x also. wu $ EO(G) and w u WI f u u Us, so there exists z E V(G) such 
that Z~ = WI - 24 or zl = Us - w. If Z~ = Us - w, then z #(x, y, U, v} 
and .& = {v}. But this is a contradiction to Lemma 5 since z # U. Hence 
&?I = MI1 - U. If z # y, then zx $ E”(G) and z u Z~ # x u xl. But then there 
exists t E V(G) such that ti = XI - z or ti = zl - x. In the latter case, 
p- X zl - x = WI - (u, x} = (y}. Again we have a contradiction to 
Lemma 5. Now if P = x1 - z, then t = u since Z~ = We -- U. But then 
x 1 v and this contradicts the fact that ({x, y, U, v)) = {xy} u jzrv}. Therefore 
z = y and yl = WI - u = {x}. By considering WX, we obtain sl = WI - 
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x = (~1. But then by Lemma 5, s = U. Now if a E V(G) - (u, U, w, X, ~1, 
a E w so & _C {x, u}. But J+ = (x}, VI = {u}, and 1~~ = (x, u}. Thus since G 
has no isolated vertices, V(G) = ( U, V, w, X, y}, and so G is the path vuwxy. 
Theorems 4 and 5 suggest that there are only a finite number of graphs 
with the same edge nucleus. We show that this is in fact the case. However, the 
edge nucleus hardly characterizes the graph. For example, the graphs in 
Fig. 2 show that not even for trees does the edge nucleus determine even the 
order of the graph. 
FIGURE 2 
LEMMA 8. Let x E V(G) - Go such that x is not incident with any removable 
edge. If b, E xl such that 6(b,) is minimal then 
1 
and (‘) 
co’- = bOi - x for some q, E V(G) 
(ii) b,a E E”(G) for every a E bOi - x. 
Proof. Since x $ Go, there exists b, c E V(G) such that cl = b’ - x. Now 
if 6, E xl such that 6(b,) is minimal, then by Lemma 3, b, u bO1 # x u xl. 
Since b,x q? EO(G), there exists c, E V(G) such that cll = 6,’ - x or cl1 = 
x’ - b, . If cl1 = x’- - b, , then b = b, and so C~ = hoi - x. Thus in 
either case, there exists co E V(G) such that co1 = b,’ - x. Therefore (i) holds. 
Let a E b,l - x. a U a’- # b, v hoi, so if boa $ EO(G), then there exists 
d E V(G) such that d’ = aI - b, or di = b,l - a. In the first case, co1 = 
b,l - x implies a = x, a contradiction. Hence di = hoi - a. But then 
d 1 x and 8(d) < S(b), contrary to the minimality of 6(b,). Therefore, 
b,a E E”(G) and (ii) holds. 
THEOREM 6. If x is not incident with any removable edge, then there 
exists y E XI such that y is incident with some removable edge. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 6(x). Suppose .9- = (u}. Then 
u u Us # x u xl since G is connected and noncomplete. Thus tcx # E”(G) 
implies there exists z, E V(G) such that VI = XI - u or z?- = ZP - x. The 
first case is impossible since G is connected but v would be an isolated vertex. 
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Hence 2~~ = UI - x. But then x # Go and the theorem holds by Lemma 8. 
Now kppose the theorem holds for all vertices with degree less than n and 
let 6(x) = n. Let u E xi such that u u u’- # x u x’+. Now ux $ EO(G) implies 
that there exists u E V(G) such that & = ul. - x or Us = xl - U. In the first 
case, the theorem holds by Lemma 8 so suppose ZJ~ = xl - U. Now either u 
is incident with a removable edge, or the induction hypothesis applies and 
there exist y E vl such that y is incident with a removable edge. In either case 
there exists a vertex in &, hence in xi, incident with a removable edge. 
LEMMA 9. If x E Go and x is not incident with any removable edge, then 
K4 < I vCEO(G))l. 
Proof. Let A = V(G) - V(EO(G)) and let B = A - Go. We define first 
a function f from B to V(EO(G)) by f(b) = b, , where 6, E b’- and 8(bo) is 
minimal. By Lemma 8, co1 = hoi - b for some co E V(G) and boa E &TO(G) 
for every a E boL - b. Thus f is well defined. 
Claim f is l-l. Suppose b, # b, and f(b,) = f&J. Then f(b,) 1 b, and 
so b, E (‘(bl))’ - b, . But then by Lemma S(ii), f(b,) 6, E EO(G). However, 
this contradicts b, E A. Therefore, f is l-l. 
Let x E A - B and let x1 = {x1 , xz ,..., xlc , b, , b, ,..., b,] where (b, , 
b 2 ,..., b,,) = x’ n A. Since x E A n Go, for i = 1, 2 ,..., m there exists ci E 
V(G) such that cii = XI - bi . In particular, then bi E B for i = 1, 2 ,..., nz. 
To show 6(x) < j V(EO(G))l, it now suffices to show that x1, x2 ,..., xk, 
f(b,), f&J,..., f&J are all distinct. Since f is l-1, it is enough to show that 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., k and j = 1, 2 ,..., m, f (bi) # xi . Suppose there exists i and j 
such that f (bJ = xj . By definition off (b& then xj i bi . Since x E A n Go, 
xxj $ EO(G), and &- = x1 - xj for some c E V(G). By Lemma 8(i), di = 
XjL - bi since xj = f (bi). But then x = bi and we have a contradiction 
since x 1 bi . 
Though the bound in our next theorem is far from best possible, it is of 
special interest for Theorem 8; which follows as a corollary. 
THEOREM 7. If i V(EO(G))/ = n, then 1 V(G)] < n + nn. 
Pruqf To prove the result we show that j V(G) - V(EO(G))/ < nn. 
Let A = V(G) - V(EO(G)) and let B = A - Go. As in the proof of 
Lemma 9, define the function f from B to V(EO(G)) by f(b) = b, , where 
b, E bl and 6(b,) is minimal. Recall that f is l-l. 
Now define a function g from A to [V(IL?~(G))]~ as follows: 
(i) If x E B, then let g(x) be the n-tuple with each coo.rdinate equal 
to f(x). 
(ii) If x E A - B, then let xl = {x1 , x2 ,..., xlc , b, , b, ,..., b,} with 
(6, , b, >..., b,) = XI n A. As in the proof of Lemma 9, bi E B for i = I, 
2 ,.... m. Thus define g(x) to be the n-tuple (x1 , x, ,..., xk , f(b,), f(bs) ,..., 
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f&J, f(&),..., f&J), whose last n - (m + k) coordinates are each f&J. 
By Lemma 9 and its proof, g(x) is well defined and its first (nz + k) coor- 
dinates of g(x) are distinct. 
It now suffices to show that g is 1-l. Let x, y E A with x f y. 
If x, y E B, then g(x) # g(y) since f is l-l. 
Suppose x E A - B and y E B. Choose z E xl. By Lemma 3, x E A implies 
z u Z~ # x u XI and xz # EO(G). Thus since x E Go, there exists c E V(G) 
such that c’- = xl - z. Since c is not isolated, S(x) > 2. But then the first 
two coordinates of g(x) are distinct. Hence, g(x) i g(y) since all of the 
coordinates of g(y) are the same. 
Suppose x, y E A - B and g(x) = g(y). Since xl # yi and f is I-1, then 
without loss of generality there exists xi E xl - A and bj E y’ n B such 
that xi = f(bJ. However, x, y E A - B imply that there exists c, d E V(G) 
such that I+ = xl - xi and dJ- = yL - bj . But bjx, $ E’(G), SO there 
exists e E V(G) such that & = bji - x. or el = xii - bi . In the latter case, 
CJ- zzz XI - xi implies x = bj . This ‘is impossible since x E A - B and 
b, E B. Thus ei = bji - xi . But then dL = yl - bj implies y = xi . This, 
however, is a contradiction since y E A and xi $ A. 
Thus g is 1-l and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 8. There exists at most a finite nzlmber of graphs with the same 
edge nucleus. 
We now wish to consider subgraphs of a connected, noncomplete, point- 
determining graph to see if these particular substructures (paths, cycles, and 
cliques) must contain any removable edges. 
For example, the following collection of graphs shows that for any integer k 
there exists a graph having a path consisting of only nonremovable edges 
and with length at least k. For n > 1, let G, be 
[ ; i . zr ‘c” ;il 
Similarly for cycles, if G, is the complete graph, K, , on n vertices with a 
single end point attached 
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then for n 3 4, EO(G,) consists of all the edges incident with X. Thus, no 
spanning cycle of K, - x contains a removable edge. Therefore, for every 
integer k, there exists a graph containing a cycle on k vertices and having no 
removable edges. 
However, if G has the property that G is also point determining, then the 
next theorem shows that every odd cycle of G contains a removable edge. 
DEFINITION. If G and G are both point-determining graphs, then G is 
said to be a totally point-determining graph. 
Note that if G is totally point determining, x u XI f y u yl, i.e., distinct 
vertices have distinct closed neighborhoods. 
THEOREM 9. If G is a totally point-determining graph, then every odd cycle 
of G contains a removable edge. 
ProoJ Let C = x1x2 ... xZnfl be an odd cycle of G and suppose C has no 
removable edges. Since x, U xl’- f x2 V xsl and xlxz # EO(G), without loss 
of generality yll = xl1 - x2 . Now since x2x3 6 EO(G), x2 v x2’- # x3 v xgL 
and xQ # x1 , y,l = x81 - x, for some yz E V(G). Inductively, we obtain 
J. I 
Yzi-I = &-I - x2i and yi = x;+~ - x2{ for i = I,2 ,..., n. In particular, 
yll = XII - x2 and yz’, = x&+~ - x,,~ . Now xBnflxZ 6 E”(G) implies that 
there exists y21L+1 E V(G) such that y&+, = x&+~ - x1 or y&+, = xll-xZnfl. 
But then x2 = x2n+l or x1 = x, , so in either case we have a contradiction. 
Theorem 9 does not hold for cycles of even order as seen by the examples 
in Fig. 3. The removable edges are precisely the edges which are not on the 
cycle. 
Regarding cliques of G (i.e., maximal complete subgraphs), the next 
FIGURE 3 
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theorem guarantees the existence of some removable edges in each clique 
of order larger than two. 
THEOREM 10. Ifbir is a clique of G of order n, then / E(H) n EO(G)i 3 n-2. 
ProojI Suppose the theorem is false. Then n > 3 and there exists ab E 
E(H) - EO(G). If for every u E V(H) - {a, b) at least one of av and bv is 
removable, then there exist at least n - 2 edges in E(H) n EO(G). Hence, 
assume there exists c E V(H) - {a, b) such that ca, cb # EO(G). 
Claim a u ai = b u bL. Suppose not. Then since ab tf- EO(G), we may 
assume there exists d E V(G) such that dL = ai - b. Now c u cl # a LJ al 
and ac # EO(G) so there exists e E V(G) such that eI = ul - c or ei = cl - a. 
If el = cl - a, then d’- = a-’ - b implies b = c, a contradiction. Thus, 
& = a1 - c. Now b 1 e and c & e, so b w bi # c u cl. Hence, there 
exists fg V(G) such that f” = C~ - b or f’ = bL - c. But then a = c or 
a = b since di = a1 - b and el = aA - c. Thus we have a contradiction, so 
the claim holds. 
Extend (a, b) to a maximal subset 1’6’ of V(G) containing all the vertices d 
such that d u dL = a U al. Since H is a clique, KC H. Let j K I = n2. By 
Lemma 2, for every u E K and u E H - K, vu E EO(G). Note that H - K # o 
since G is connected and noncomplete. Thus p1 - m 3 1 and m > 2. Now 
iE(H)nEO(G)I 2jKI JH-KI =m(n-m). 
However, then 
implies 
m(n - m) < n - 2 
(m - 1) n < m2 - 2. 
But now 
ma - 2 
n < 2--1<m+1<n+1 
But this is impossible and completes the proof. 
Finally, we wish to point out that we can establish sharp lower bounds for 
the number of removable edges in terms of the minimal degree of G and the 
diameter of G. 
However, we do not know a characterization of those graphs which are 
the edge nuclei of some connected, noncomplete, point-determining graphs. 
Certainly not every graph is an edge nucleus of such a graph. For example, 
Lemma 6 shows that the path on three vertices is not the edge nucleus of a 
connected, noncomplete, point-determining graph. 
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